
How sure are you?
Are you certain you can recover your data in the event of a disaster? 

Put the Recovery Back in Disaster Recovery
Having proper backups and a DR plan is one thing. Ensuring those backups are complete and being able to fully recover 
your data after a disaster is another. 

60% of Data Backups are Incomplete 

50% of Data Restores Fail

Disaster Recovery
as a Service
Lume Managed Disaster Recovery as a Service with Actifio 
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Can Your Disaster Recovery Solution Do This?

This is What a Modern Backup and Disaster Recovery 
Solution Looks Like 
Industry Choice
Ranked #1 by Gartner for VMware backup

Customer Portal
Unified view of all data, backups, hosts, and applica-
tions 

Failover/Failback
Truly modern backup recovery and automated 
disaster recovery, with digital run-book to automate 
all recovery processes

Instant Recovery from Day One
From initial design and deployment, solutions 
provide instant recovery for your most important 
enterprise applications, regardless of the size of the 
data set

Infrastructure Agnostic
DRaaS for on-premise, public, or private cloud via 
block or object-based storage

Production-like Performance
Spin up and run live on backup and virtual copies

Database Recovery
Real-time backup, replication, and restore for 
Oracle, SQL, MongoDB, HANA, MySQL, Postgres 
databases

Flexible RTO/RPO
Create SLA-backed RTOs and RPOs for each applica-
tion

Interoperability
Backup and recovery for virtual, physical, cloud 
workloads including NAS appliances

DR Testing and Orchestration
Managed solutions include synthetic DR testing and 
automated DR orchestration 

Digital Runbook
Digital DR runbook to automate all recovery 
processes

Real-time Database Recovery
Backup, recover, and clone your mission-critical databases.

Database recovery is a key component of our Managed DRaaS with Actifio Solutions. Get real-time backup, replication, 
and restore capabilities  for Oracle, SQL, MongoDB, HANA, MySQL, Postgres databases.
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Local protection plus Lume Managed Disaster Recovery as a Service with Actifio. 

Deploy, Backup, and Recover in Any Environment
Infrastructure Agnostic, Application-Centric 
Replicate to your location of choice. Backup and recovery solutions for any virtual or physical cloud workloads, including 
NAS appliances.


